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If Yik Yak can make a full comeback in the year 2021, so can the just girly things format. 
Take a walk down memory lane to simpler times and enjoy some uniquely girly things at 

Denison.

REJECT MODERNITY, EMBRACE, TRADITION

- Claire Anderson, 
431 Yakarma score
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Staff “Wingdings Symbols” Box

Hi Jin Park is an industry plant. Junghwan Park wants to know what is in Curtis 
scrambled eggs. Alice Parry doesn’t know anything about the night of the crime. 
Michael Pastore feels bad about climate change. Ryan Patrick can speak several 
forgotten languages. Brady Pattee is afraid of the Shorney elevator. James Pattillo 
has a solid credit score! Thea Pederson is a theater major in denial. Ixchel Pedro-
za is going to buy an electric scooter. Lizbeth Pena Morales hates the letter ‘E.’ 
Wesley Pence is still recovering from jokes about their last name. Isabella Pereira 
couldn’t find Lamson on Saturday. Gustavo Perez has gusto. Robert Peskin only 
eats at Curtis. Mary Peters is looking for Paul! Joel Pettit had a growth spurt over 
the summer. Anna Pfeufer is allergic to sprite. Duy Pham has an 8am every day 
(RIP.) Hung Pham lost their swipe already. Loc Pham rocks our socks. Huy Phan 
had a RedBull for the first time and went insane. Emma Piatt used to say she want-
ed a Fiat because it rhymed with her name. Eliza Pilkington isn’t English, thank 
god. Lucas Piller has a hot take they wanna share. Josephine Pillion-Gardner just 
found out where Crawford is. John Platt eats everything with a spoon. Emma 
Pritchett has been waiting to see their name here. Athanasios Prokos, but just call 
them Thanasi. Eleanor Proutt still thinks the dress was white and gold and they 
will die on that hill. Vera Quarshie has a dirty little secret... Liam Quinlan pro-
nounces it “Lye-am.” Thomas Quinson turns into a creature at night. Blake Quin-
tana has the experimental Tesla implant chip. Richard Radtke always dreamed 
of being a cockroach exterminator. Antoinette Ramsey doesn’t speak French. Not 
anymore. Shashank Rana hasn’t eaten pudding since the accident. Lauren Ra-
pach wished Shaggy and Scooby had fallen in love. Syeda Rehan wonders about 
how boats and planes work. They’re just so heavy? Rebecca Reichert talked trash 
about your mother. Gannon Reilly is willing to take a bullet for Slayter breakfast 
sammies. Niranjan Reji said that the Moonies is bumping. Julia Renetzky sat 
in the IM fields for three days in protest of the new health center. Avery Rennick 
only has $10 in declining left. Jonah Richardson goes to Wooster and is just visit-
ing   Jacqueline Richer, who invited them. Lauren Richner is being charged with 
fraud. Zachary Riethof of the Riethof clan. Evelyn Riley likes to hang out in the 
Licking Memorial emergency room on Wednesdays. Julia Riley has already called 
home about seven times this week. Rebecca Ringel suddenly lost their ability to 
read. Braeden Rink is getting sleepy... Landon Rippeth ripped a huge one. Maria 
Roa Evangelista owns a giant mecha designed for war. Eliza Roach was on Brit-
ain’s Got Talent. Or was that their sister? Andre Rodgers is not the famous quar-
terback. Daria Rodriguez is allergic to Denison food. Carolina Romero likes to 
eat raw eggs. Gabrielle Ronan does not watch Conan. F
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